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Hello,
As we've discussed in the mailing list today, it would
be nice, as suggested by Joan-Artur,
to have an installer like Calamares [0] for Parabola.
We could have a look at what the Manjaro team has done so far
[1].
C++ and/or Python seem required. I don't know either (I'm more
C / shell type) but I offer my help anyway.
Cheers.
Franco.
[0]: <https://github.com/calamares/calamares>
[1]: <https://github.com/manjaro/calamares>
Related issues:
Related to Installation Media - Bug #299: Feature Request: Full Featured ISO

fixed

2013-03-05

History
#1 - 2017-01-07 08:01 PM - Anonymous
- Subject changed from Calamares installer on MATE ISO to [calamares] Add installer on MATE ISO
#2 - 2017-01-07 08:04 PM - Anonymous
- Subject changed from [calamares] Add installer on MATE ISO to [calamares] add installer on MATE ISO
#3 - 2017-06-09 11:09 PM - bill-auger
i have the calamares installer working quite well on my fork for the parabola mate/x86_64 configuration
https://notabug.org/bill-auger/calamares/src/parabola
it is configured so that the package cache in the ISO image is used when installing into the new chroot system - the advantage of this approach is that
parabola can now be installed directly and completely from ISO without the network just as with most other liveCDs but in the idiomatic chrooted
"arch-way" rather than exploding the live SFS - even the bare-bones CLI system can be installed from this same ROM media without a network
connection but o/c the fresh packages will be downloaded transparently when the network is present - this can be further extended to allow users to
select other system/desktop configurations such as KDE, gnome, LXDE, tiling WMs, additional software suites, and so on when a network connection
is present - or the packages could be distributed on separate ISOs either as static software-packs like debian or as additional self-contained live
installers
#4 - 2017-11-06 05:39 PM - Megver83
- Subject changed from [calamares] add installer on MATE ISO to [calamares] add installer on LXDE ISO
MATE has a bug, see #1350
So we will use LXDE as a replacement in our graphical ISOs
#5 - 2017-11-06 05:54 PM - Megver83
- Related to Bug #299: Feature Request: Full Featured ISO added
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#6 - 2018-01-09 09:23 PM - bill-auger
- Parent task set to #803
- Tracker changed from Porting to Packaging Request
#7 - 2018-01-09 09:49 PM - bill-auger
- Priority changed from wish to feature
- Assignee set to bill-auger
#8 - 2018-01-09 09:51 PM - bill-auger
- Status changed from open to in progress
#9 - 2018-06-29 06:33 AM - bill-auger
- Status changed from in progress to fixed
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